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Purpose: Blue cone monochromacy (BCM) is an X-linked retinopathy due to mutations
in the OPN1LW/OPN1MW gene cluster. Symptoms include reduced visual acuity and
disturbed color vision. We studied BCM color vision to determine outcome measures
for future clinical trials.

Methods: Patients with BCM and normal-vision participants were examined with
Farnsworth–Munsell (FM) arrangement tests and the Color Assessment and Diagno-
sis (CAD) test. A retrospective case series in 36 patients with BCM (ages 6–70) was
performed with the FM D-15 test. A subset of six patients also had Roth-28 Hue and
CAD tests.

Results: All patients with BCM had abnormal results for D-15, Roth-28, and CAD tests.
With D-15, there was protan-deutan confusion and no bimodal tendency. Roth-28
results reinforced that finding. There was symmetry in color vision metrics between the
two eyes and coherence between sessions with the arrangement tests and CAD. Severe
abnormalities in red-green sensitivity with CADwere expected. Unexpectedwere differ-
ent levels of yellow-blue results with two patterns of abnormal thresholds: moderate
elevation in twoyoungerpatients and severe elevation in fourpatients≥35years. Coeffi-
cients of repeatability and intersession means were tabulated for all test modalities.

Conclusions: Given understanding of advantages, disadvantages, and complexities of
interpretation of results, both an arrangement test and CAD should be useful monitors
of color vision through a clinical trial in BCM.

Translational Relevance: Our pilot studies in BCM of arrangement and CAD tests
indicated bothwere clinically feasible and interpretable in the context of this cone gene
disease.

Introduction

With increasing progress in therapeutic approaches
to previously incurable and rare inherited retinal degen-
erations (IRDs), there is now a need for outcome
measures to determine the safety and efficacy of novel
treatments. Standard outcomes that have been mainly
used for clinical trials in common retinal diseases
such as diabetic retinopathy and age-related macular
degeneration (AMD) need to be supplemented with
assays that relate to specific manifestations of the rare

IRDs.1,2 For example, an X-linked inherited retina-
wide cone photoreceptor disease, blue cone monochro-
macy (BCM), is being considered for gene augmenta-
tion therapy.3 A plan for a BCM gene therapy would
be to deliver to the central retina, preferably by an
intravitreal viral vector, a normal functional copy of the
OPN1LW/OPN1MW gene, which in BCMhas disease-
causing variants.4–6

The clinical features of BCM have been recognized
for decades, and there have been many in-depth studies
of visual function in patients with BCM.7–12 There is
consensus that BCM causes a congenital visual acuity
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reduction and color vision abnormality. Most studies
agree that there is loss of function of the green and
red cones but retained blue cone and rod function.4,13
There are also many reports in the literature that
BCM can manifest a slowly progressive foveal-central
macular degeneration.4,13–16

Proof-of-concept research showing cone function
restoration in murine and nonhuman primate models
of BCM has been performed using a gene augmen-
tation therapeutic approach.17–22 Considering that the
main manifestations of BCM are reduced visual acuity
and abnormal color vision, efficacy of any human
clinical trial of a therapy should include assays of
these visual functions. In addition to the conventional
outcome of best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA), we
recently addressed the related patient complaint of
difficulty in reading and determined what parameters
of reading performance could be quantified.23

Is there a standard color vision test for clinical
trials? A survey of recent trials of achromatopsia,
another retina-wide cone photoreceptor disease with
visual acuity and color vision abnormalities, suggests
that a battery of color vision tests rather than a single
method has been more commonly used.24–27 Previ-
ous studies of color vision in BCM have also used a
variety of tests.13,28 In the present study, we address
the need for color vision testing parameters in natural
history studies and in preparation for treatment trials
of BCM. A pragmatic approach was used to select
which tests to evaluate for feasibility in a multicenter
trial. Among criteria used were availability, previously
published experience in BCM or at least in clinical
settings, andmethods that lend themselves to quantita-
tion of results. Given administration of therapy, there
should be sufficient sensitivity of the method to detect
change from baseline. Based on our previous studies
of foveal structure and function,29,30 the hypothesis
entering a clinical trial of BCM is that an efficacious
outcome would be an improvement in visual function
and not a slowing of negative change. The timeframe
for such improvement in BCM is not known, but for
rod function in another recent photoreceptor-based
gene therapy trial, it was determined to be within days
to weeks of dosing.31

Two arrangement tests and the computer-
based Color Assessment and Diagnosis (CAD)
test were used. The arrangement tests derive from
the Farnsworth–Munsell 100 Hue, which was first
described more than 75 years ago.32 The D-15 and
Roth-28 arrangement tests use less hues and thereby
take less time to perform.33–37 Repeatability for the
D-15 test has been reported in color-defective partici-
pants.38 TheCAD test canmeasure red-green (RG) and
yellow-blue (YB) chromatic sensitivity using dynamic
luminance contrast noise to isolate the use of color

signals. RG and YB color thresholds and the severity
of any loss have been measured in clinical studies of
AMD, diabetes, aniridia, color vision deficiencies, and
mild hypoxia, as well as in a trial of diabetic macular
edema treated with intravitreal steroid implants.39–42
Within- and intersubject variabilities for this test have
been studied in normal and color-defective partici-
pants,43 and the test also computes an approximate
measure of variability of single measurements within a
session. Building on a long history of scientific interest
in color vision, discovery of the basis of color vision
deficiencies most recently at the molecular level, and
medical advances that could lead to human therapy,44
the current studies begin to determine which assays of
color vision could be useful as outcome measures for
clinical trials of patients with BCM.

Methods

Human Participants

The study included 36 patients (median age,
30.3 years; range, 7–70 years) with a clinical and
molecular diagnosis of BCM. Molecular testing of
the patients and their families has been previously
reported.3,45,46 Twenty-one patients had large struc-
tural variants at the OPN1LW/OPN1MW gene cluster
(i.e., large deletion mutations), and 15 patients carried
the p.C203R missense mutation in single or multiple
OPN1LW/OPN1MW genes. Procedures followed the
Declaration of Helsinki, and the study was approved
by the University of Pennsylvania Institutional Review
Board. Informed consent was obtained from adults
and assent with parental permission from children. All
patients had a complete eye examination.

Experimental Procedures

Experiment 1
Farnsworth–Munsell (FM) standard D-15 panel

was used in all 36 patients to determine whether there
are different patterns of results within our cohort of
patients with BCM. The test was carried out using
standardized procedures.37 There are 16 colored caps: 1
fixed and 15moveable. The patient’s task is to order the
moveable caps so as to minimize the perceptual differ-
ence between adjacent caps, beginning with the cap
judged to be the closest match to the fixed cap. Testing
was performedmonocularly, with refractive correction,
and under llluminant C (Macbeth Lamp, X-Rite, Inc.,
1000 lx, Grand Rapids, Michigan, USA). A second
session for D-15 metrics was obtained after a period
not exceeding 5 years from the first.
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Experiment 2
Roth-28 Hue testing, a compromise version of the

FM D-15 and 100 Hue arrangement tests, uses every
third color cap from the 100 Hue (which has 85 caps).
The patient is asked to arrange the moveable caps in
a circular sequence starting from a fixed cap.34 All
testing was performed in a light booth (Pantone 3-D50,
Color Confidence, Birmingham, UK); illuminance was
1460 lx, and calibration occurred prior to each patient
session. Six patients (P10, P16, P17, P23, P31, P33)
performed this test. The tests for both eyes and both
sessions were performed on the same day.

Experiment 3
The CAD test is intended to quantify loss of RG

and YB chromatic discrimination sensitivity.43 The
test employs a fully calibrated, 10-bit visual display,
and the patient views a uniform background field of
∼7° × 7° and luminance of 24 cd/m2, which approx-
imates daylight at ∼6500K (CIE chromaticity 0.305,
0.323). The color-defined test stimulus moves diago-
nally across a center foreground square defined by
flickering checks, which vary randomly in luminance,
with equal probability within a range specified as a
percentage of background luminance. The luminances
of the center ∼3° × 3° flickering foreground and
the ∼0.9° × 0.9° moving colored stimulus remain
constant and equal to that of the uniform background.
The use of dynamic luminance contrast noise ensures
that the participant cannot make use of any resid-
ual luminance contrast signals to detect the moving
colored stimulus.47 The full test employs chromatic
displacement directions defined by the background
chromaticity and each of 16 points on the spectrum
locus chosen to stimulate selectively either RG or YB
chromatic mechanisms. This allows accurate classi-
fication of the patient’s class of congenital or/and
acquired deficiency. In this study, we selected only
eight chromatic displacement (CD) directions, which
are sufficient to quantify severity of RG and YB loss.
The color signal strength along each direction was
controlled by a staircase procedure according to the
patient’s response to each stimulus presentation. If the
patient identifies correctly the direction of the moving
stimulus twice during sequential presentation of the
same color (i.e., up-right, up-left, lower-right, or lower-
left), the algorithm reduces the chromatic saturation of
the stimulus by decreasing its CD value, bringing its
chromaticity closer to that of the background so as to
make it more difficult to see the stimulus and hence to
respond correctly during the next presentation of the
same color during the test sequence. When the patient
fails to produce a correct response, the CD value for
the corresponding color is increased so as to make it

easier to produce a correct response during the next
presentation. Each staircase employs 11 reversals, and
the threshold is calculated by averaging the last 6 rever-
sals. This procedure yields the color signal strength
needed to achieve a 71% correct response.48 Within a
session, the program measures separate color thresh-
olds in eight directions. Each direction is indicated by
the angle the chromatic displacement direction makes
with respect to the horizontal axis. The angles selected
correspond to displacement directions from the neutral
background chromaticity toward the yellow (60° and
64°), green (150° and 165°), blue (240° and 244°), and
red (330° and 345°) regions of the spectrum locus.
The software additionally produces two normalized
metrics to summarize the severity of color deficiency:
the “RG” and “YB” thresholds in “standard CAD
units.” One CAD unit represents the mean thresh-
old RG and YB color signal strengths measured in
330 healthy young normal trichromats.41,49,50 Data
were collected with a turnkey system (Eizo CS2420
monitor and AVOT software; City Occupational Ltd,
Cumbria, UK) with parameterization appropriate for
low vision,40 viewing distance of 1.4 m and double
the stimulus size employed in the normal protocol,
a reduced number of directions (8 instead of 16),
and a higher random noise modulation of 98%. The
latter is needed to ensure that in the absence of
normal cone responses, the patients cannotmake use of
rod-mediated luminance signals to detect the moving
stimuli when highly saturated colors are employed.

Training videos to explain the CAD method using
suprathreshold color signals were recorded on a tablet
and presented to the patient before testing began.
Testing was started only after it was clear that the
patient understood the task. CAD was performed
monocularly and with appropriate refractive correc-
tion. The same six patients (P10, P16, P17, P23, P31,
P33) as in experiment 2 performed this test. The tests
for both eyes and both sessions were performed on the
same day.

Optical Coherence Tomography

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) cross-
sectional images of the central retina horizontally
through the fovea were obtained using SD-OCT
(Optovue RT-100; Optovue Inc., Freemont, Califor-
nia, USA) in the same subset of six patients with BCM
who also had color vision testing. The purpose was to
try to relate photoreceptor structure with color-related
visual function in BCM. Methods for segmentation
analysis and measurement of outer nuclear layer
(ONL) thickness have been described previously.46
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Data Analysis

Experiments 1 and 2: FM D-15 and Roth-28 Hue
Results were quantified using the moment of inertia

method.51 This method computes the major andminor
radii of gyration and confusion angle from the color
difference vectors joining the color coordinates of the
cap sequences as arranged by the patient. We analyzed
the angle, which can be compared to those found on
the three common color deficiencies; the confusion
index (C-index: length of the major radius relative to
normal, a normalized error score that is equal to 1
in a perfect order sequence); and the S-index (ratio
of major/minor radii, indicating the degree of polar-
ity versus randomness of the difference vectors: high
values indicate strong polar orientations typical of
dichromatic observers).

Experiment 3: CAD
The software produces values for the CDs for the

eight directions tested and two aggregates (RG and YB
thresholds). For simplicity, the CDs were pooled into
four groups of similar directions (60°/64°, 150°/165°,
240°/244°, 330°/345°).

Statistical Analyses

Groupwise summary statistics were calculated.
Interocular and intersession variability were quanti-
fied as the 95% interval of the differences between eyes
(right (OD) minus left (OS)), or sessions (S2 minus
S1), respectively, as 2.77 * SD, with SD obtained from
the residual variances in a linear model. Evidence for
bimodality was tested using Hartigans’ test.52 Compar-
ison across mutations was performed by a two-sample
t-test, α = 0.05. R software (R Core Team, Vienna,
Austria) was used for all analyses.

Results

Patients with BCM had Early Treatment Diabetic
Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) BCVA within the range
from 20/63 to 20/250 (0.5 to 1.1 logMAR); all patients
had myopic refractive errors. There were 21 patients
with OPN1LW/OPN1MW large deletion mutations
and 15 with the p.C203R missense genotype (Supple-
mentary Table S146). Certain additional ocular abnor-
malities were detected on clinical examination that
could impact the results. P1 had a unilateral macular
coloboma, and data were not collected in the affected
right eye. P30, P31, P32, P35, and P36 had minimal
nuclear sclerosis in the lens of both eyeswhen examined

at ages ranging from 55 to 70 years. P33, at age 64,
showed 1 to 2+ minimal nuclear sclerosis in both
eyes and a 1+ posterior subcapsular opacity in the
right eye.

Arrangement Tests: FMD-15andRoth-28 Hue

FMD-15
All 36 patients with BCM had abnormal D-15

results (Supplementary Table S1). For all eyes at earli-
est sessions, median (interquartile range [IQR]) were
5.8° (16°), 3.1 (0.9), and 2.6 (1.3) for Angle, C-index
and S-index, respectively. A comparison based on
mutation type showed no statistically significant differ-
ences between the means of both groups (P = 0.5, 0.4,
and 0.6 for Angle, C-index, and S-index, respectively).

The three metrics (Angle, C-index, and S-index) for
the patients with BCMare plotted (Fig. 1A). In normal
subjects, a perfect sorting sequence gives an Angle of
50° as the individual color difference vectors change
orientation regularly at each step, with no preferen-
tial angles resulting in low polarity. In our cohort of
patients with BCM, Angle is centered near 0° and the
distribution has long tails to either side (Fig. 1A, left).
The C-index (severity) is far from the normal (value 1),
with values widely spread across the cohort (Fig. 1A,
center). The S-index (polarity) is also spread (Fig. 1A,
right): a number of eyes were close to the normal value
of 1.38, which indicates little polarization; the rest
show higher degrees of polarization.

For the rest of the analysis, we separated the more
extreme values of the Angle distribution (values lower
than 1.5 * IQR and higher than 1.5 * IQR from
the lower and upper quartiles, respectively). They are
displayed as green and red filled circles (Figs. 1B, 1C).
The relationship between Angle and C-index is shown
(Fig. 1B). Blue circles represent the majority of eyes
studied, without the extreme values. The median Angle
in this subset was 3.7° and the distribution did not
appear bimodal (P = 0.18, Hartigans’ test); there was
no clear separation into protan and deutan deficiencies
(medians of 5° and −12°, respectively).45 If a cutoff
angle of −3° was used to discriminate the defect,38
66% of the sessions would be classified as protan-like.
Sessions with higher C-index values also show higher
S-index (Fig. 1C), which indicates that results become
more coherent in terms of orientation of the defect
when the color deficiency is more severe.

Data from selected patients were chosen to further
illustrate the cap arrangement patterns with D-15 in
BCM (Fig. 2). Two had high C-index values (symbols
surrounded by red circles, Fig. 1B); two had low values
(symbols surrounded by red squares, Fig. 1B), and
there were two representative patients from both tails
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Figure 1. FM D-15 parameters in patients with BCM. (A) Distribution of Angle, C-index, and S-index values. Normal, vertical blue dashed
line (in C-index and S-index). (B) Relation between Angle and C-index values. Blue symbols: data located within ±1.5 IQR from quartiles of
the Angle distribution; they cluster around 0°, near the average deutan (D) and protan (P) axes. Tails of the Angle distribution are displayed
as green and red filled circles. Two patients with high C-index values, two with low C-index values, and two on the upper and lower tails are
markedwith redopencircles, squares, and diamonds around the filled symbols, respectively. Data are further illustrated in Figure 2. (C) Sessions
showing higher C-indices (more severe dysfunction) tend to have higher degrees of polarity (coherence on the direction of errors). Dashed
horizontal lines at ordinate 1 indicate the C-index value for normal controls.

of the angle distribution (symbols surrounded by red
diamonds, Fig. 1B). P3 and P5 (Fig. 2A) with high
C-index values (4.2 and 4.5, respectively) show many
mistakes around a similar confusion angle. P3 shows
higher polarity (more coherence across the mistake
angles) than P5 (S-index values of 6.2 and 3.3). Both
patients’ angle parameters (5.1° and 3.2°) correspond
with the protan axis (red dashed line at 5° inclination).
In contrast, P12 and P16 (Fig. 2B) show less mistakes
with correspondingly lowerC-index values (3.1 and 2.7,
respectively), and the patterns are less polar (S-index of
2.9 and 2.8, respectively). The angle parameter is closer
to the deutan axis (green dashed line at −12° inclina-
tion) in P12 and to the protan axis in P16. P31 and P27
(Fig. 2C) are examples of patterns showing high or low
angle parameters (tails of the distribution in Fig. 1A;
left, diamonds in Fig. 1B). In both cases, the polarities

are low (1.8 and 1.2, respectively), indicating that the
mistakes are spread around different angles of confu-
sion. The degrees of confusion (C-indices 2.3 and 3,
respectively) are similar to the examples in Figure 2B.

Roth-28 Hue
The six patients with BCM studied with the Roth-

28 test had abnormal results (Fig. 3), with varying
degrees of confusion. Four patients showed a more
severe pattern (Fig. 3A), with higher C-index values
(5.5, 5.4, 5.2, and 4.1 for P33, P17, P31 and P23, respec-
tively). The remaining two patients, P16 and P10, had
less severe color defects with C-indices of 3.3 and 3.2
(Fig. 3B).

The polarity indices are not high in both groups but
for different reasons: in the first, the many errors show
inconsistent (random) directions, and in the second, the
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Figure 2. RepresentativeD-15 results in BCMonCIE 1976UV space. Cap arrangement patterns for (A) twopatientswith highC-index values
(P3, top; P5, bottom) and (B) two patients with low C-index values (P12, top; P16, bottom). These four patients are highlighted in Figure 1B
as squares and circles around blue symbols. (C) Cap arrangement patterns for two patients in the tails of the Angle distribution (P31, top; P27,
bottom). All parameters are shown in the upper-left corners. Bracketed blue solid lines indicatemajor andminor radii of gyration.Dashed lines,
confusion axes: protan (red, +5°), deutan (green, −12°), and tritan (blue, −85°).

many transitions that are error free are due to regular
(not random) change of directions that happen around
the normal sequence. The angle is closer to the deutan
axis for patients with less severe defects (Fig. 3B).
Metric values for all patients are given (Supplementary
Table S2). For all eyes and sessions, median (IQR) were
as follows: −38.7° (42.2°), 4.5 (1.6), and 1.7 (0.4) for
Angle, C-index and S-index, respectively.

Comparison of D-15 and Roth-28 Results
The scores in patients who had bothD-15 andRoth-

28 tests at the same session were compared for the three
parameters. Aweak correlation was observed for Angle
(Pearson’s ρ = 0.3) (Fig. 3C).

CAD

The same subset of six patients with BCM was
tested with the CAD method (right and left eyes
tested monocularly, each twice on the same day; n
= 24 sessions). In the CAD test result illustrations
(Figs. 4A, 4B), there is a portion of the CIE 1931

x–y color space including the display limits (gray-
line polygon) and the achromatic background locus
at the center (black diamond). Open symbols in color
represent the patient thresholds in each hue direction
(counterclockwise, 60° and 64°, yellow symbols; 150°
and 165°, green; 240° and 244°, blue; 330° and 345°,
red). Greater distances from the center (higher CDs)
indicate more severe color discrimination dysfunction
in the particular direction. The ellipse in the center
shows the normal upper limit (symbols outside the
ellipse correspond to color departures from white that
are detectable by normal controls).

Results for two representative patients (P33 and
P16) show different patterns of dysfunction. P33
(Fig. 4A, pattern A) had very elevated CDs in all
directions, with those for 60°/64° and 150°/165° (white
to yellow and white to green directions, respectively)
reaching the color rendering limits of the display
device, which constitutes a floor effect in the measure-
ments. The display limits are technically not reached
in the other directions (240°/244° and 330°/345°) but
remain very close to them. These results indicate almost
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Figure 3. Roth-28 Hue arrangement patterns in BCM (first session in six patients). (A) Patients showing a pattern with higher dysfunction.
(B) Patients with a pattern showingmilder dysfunction. (C) Relationship between D-15 and Roth-28 results for the Angle parameter; dashed
lines: angles for perfect arrangement. Other plotting characteristics and annotations as in Figure 2.

complete absence of both RG and YB chromatic sensi-
tivity. P16 (Fig. 4B, pattern B) exhibits similar absence
of RG color vision (i.e., 150°/165° and 330°/345° direc-
tions) but significant, residual YB chromatic sensitiv-
ity with YB thresholds outside the expected normal
limits. The only moderately elevated CDs in the YB
directions in P16 (60°/64° and 240°/244°, white to
yellow and to blue, respectively) imply clear ability

to discriminate color differences along the tritan axis.
Both patterns show symmetry across eyes (horizon-
tally adjacent panels) and reproducible results on both
testing sessions (vertically). Data for all patients tested
are plotted (Fig. 4C), showing the range of CD results
observed for the cohort along all eight directions tested.
The normalized summary metrics provided by the test
(RG and YB thresholds) are shown (Fig. 4D). RG
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Figure 4. CAD results in BCM. (A, B) Thresholds obtained for two representative patients shown on the CIE 1931 x–y plane. Diamond,
chromaticity coordinates for the achromatic background; ellipse delimits the discrimination ability in normal controls, who can detect
chromaticities located outside it. Gray-delimited white polygon: color-rendering capability (“phosphor limits”) of the device. Open circles
indicate the patient color thresholds for each of the eight directions tested; their distance to the diamond indicates severity of dysfunction in
the respective direction. Dimmer red, green, and blue solid lines delimit confusion loci for protan, deutan, and tritan deficiencies, respectively.
All data tested in each patient (both eyes, horizontally and two sessions, vertically) are shown. (A) Patient (P33) showing severe discrimina-
tion defects in all directions. (B) Patient (P16) showing severe defects in the RG directions but with milder deficiency on the YB directions.
(C) CAD data for the complete cohort. (D) Summary CAD RG and YB thresholds for the cohort. All patients show elevated R–G thresholds,
close or at the display limits (left). This is also seen for YB in some patients (pattern A) but not in others (pattern B) that showmilder deficien-
cies in this axis. Ordinates are in CAD Standard Normalized Units (SNU), with 1 corresponding to normal mean (N, blue line). Note that the
SNU dynamic range for YB thresholds is smaller than for RG because of the higher variability of normal controls in that direction. The pattern
A patients’ thresholds are close to or at the display limits (floor effect) near 20 SNU.

thresholds were highly elevated in all patients, indistinct
across patterns; in contrast, the YB threshold clearly
showed the two-pattern dichotomy.

CAD results are tabulated for individual patients
at both sessions (Supplementary Table S3). CAD
metrics distribution parameters are given in

Supplementary Table S4, separately for patients
showing patterns A and B. Across patterns (verti-
cally in the table), medians are similar for RG
axis-related metrics (150°/165°, 330°/345°, RG)
but differ significantly for those YB axis related
(60°/64°, 240°/244°, YB).
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Figure 5. Relationship of color deficiencies to age. Older patients show higher dysfunction in the Y–B axes and higher confusion indices
in the Roth-28 test. N, normal.

Color Dysfunction and Age

The observation of different levels of loss of YB
chromatic sensitivity in the whole cohort leading to the
pattern A and B classification prompted us to look at
the relationship of this parameter with age (Fig. 5, left).
Only cross-sectional data are available, but younger
patients show the B-pattern with only moderate eleva-
tion of YB thresholds, and all patients≥35 years of age

showed theA-pattern, with severely elevated thresholds
close to the instrumentation floor effect. Dependency
of severity with age is also present on the Roth-28 tests
results (Fig. 5, right).

Interocular and Intersession Variability

With some exceptions, there was symmetry in
color vision metrics between the two eyes using the

Figure 6. Color vision variability in patients with BCM using D-15, Roth-28, and CAD testing. Ordinates are OD minus OS for interocular
differences (A), and session 2 (S2) minus session 1 (S1) for intersession differences (B).Dashed lines at mean and 95% limits for the respective
differences. Data for CAD test (not censored for floor effects) also plotted for reference.
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Figure 7. BCM retinal structure and cone distribution. (A) Central OCT scans across the horizontal meridian and through the fovea of the 6
patients with BCM studied with CAD and Roth-28 tests. The scans are ordered by foveal ONL thickness. (B) ONL thickness profile across the
horizontal meridian of the patients (colors relate to individual patient data) compared with normal range (gray shaded area). (C) Extent of
the ONL abnormality for each patient. (D) Distribution of total cones and (E) S-cones across the horizontal profiles (adapted from Curcio et
al.53,54). N, nasal retina; T, temporal.

two arrangement tests and the CAD (Fig. 6A), as
well as coherence between sessions (Fig. 6B). Data
are tabulated (Supplementary Table S5). The CAD
software provides standard errors (SEs) for the CDs in
each direction, an indication of the variability observed
within the session. In most cases, these reported SEs
remain within 0 to 0.01 (median, 0.0011). Since these
SEs are based on variability within the last six rever-
sals of the staircase, they are less informative when
the thresholds reach the limits imposed by the visual
display. CAD intersession variability could not be
assessed in the presence of floor effects. Variability
from the limited YB data available from two patients

(not affected by floor effects) was in agreement with
previous reports.43

Central Retinal Structure Abnormalities
in BCM

We studied with OCT the six patients with BCM
with CAD scores to determine if there were any
notable differences between central retinal structure
in the group versus normal; comparisons were also
made between individuals within the patient group
(Fig. 7). These patients all had reduced central retinal
ONL but of differing extents. These photoreceptor
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structural abnormalities spanned the central retinal
area that included the normal peak density region for
total cones and for blue cones.53,54 The two patients
(P10 and P16) with lowest YB thresholds, albeit abnor-
mal, could be interpreted as having less central ONL
thickness reduction. The two older patients with BCM
(P31, P33) also had modest nuclear sclerosis lens
changes, although there has been discussion that such
changes may not be sufficient to alter YB function.13,55
The retinal structural evidence with OCT supports the
earlier clinical observations that BCM is not a station-
ary congenital defect in red–green cone pigments but
can be complicated by a component of progressive
central retinal degeneration.13–16

Discussion

Given the need for an outcome measure of color
vision in future clinical trials of BCM, we examined
two arrangement tests and one computer-based test,
CAD. The three methods were feasible to perform in
a clinical setting and produced quantifiable results. In
general, the FM arrangement tests are more quickly
performed than the CAD test. Physical limitations of
the CAD color display occasionally resulted in floor
effects for certain parameters in patients with the most
severe abnormalities. It is encouraging, however, that
there is published experience with all of these methods
in other retinopathies.33–42

The FM D-15 can provide information about the
type and severity of a defect in color vision.37,56
Commonly, the test results are visually inspected and
scored by the number of major crossings. The goal is
usually to detect patterns of color blindness. All the
patients with BCM in this study showed abnormal-
ities. How do the color vision results in the current
study compare with previous findings? Using D-15
panels, patients with BCM have been described as
showing errors along the protan and deutan axes but
none along a tritan axis57,58 or showing protan-like
patterns.13 Are such findings indicative of absent RG
but normal YB color vision in these patients? These
kind of errors are also found in dichromats and rod
monochromats arising as a result of matched excita-
tions in rods and S-cones: when carrying out the D-
15 tests, the patients can make use of both S-cone
and rod signal differences to arrange the caps, and
errors only occur when two caps generate similar rod
and S-cone excitations.59 Since caps with matched rod
and/or S-cone signals align approximately along deutan
and protan color confusion lines, it is not too surpris-
ing that patients with BCM who have S-cones and
functioning rods confuse caps with similar excitations,

explaining their D-15 results and therefore not neces-
sarily implying normality of YB color vision. The
absence of tritan errors can also be accounted for by
the monotonic changes in S-cone signal strength and
may not require the use of color signals. In the current
group of patients with BCM, we quantified the results
with the moment-of-inertia method, which provided
data for three metrics: Angle, C-index and S-index.51
We did not find a clear separation into protan and
deutan deficiencies: our data suggest protan–deutan
confusion, but there was no bimodal tendency on the
Angle metric, with long tails to either side of the
cutoff value. Our more limited data on Roth-28 Hue
testing reinforced that finding. These results are not
unexpected since they are consistent with loss of RG
color vision. Symmetry in the calculated angles of
the two eyes using the two arrangement tests adds
support to the idea that the results are consistent within
patients.

A key question to ask in anticipation of a clinical
trial is whether results of an outcomemeasure on a visit
differed from those on a subsequent or previous visit.
We asked howD-15 severity of the defect in the patients
with BCMcompared between visits. For the usual clini-
cal assessment of number of crossings, the difference to
next visit is small in most cases (median absolute differ-
ence, 2; IQR, 1 to 3 crossings; Supplementary Table
S1). If a pass/fail classification (fail with ≥2 crossings)
was used, agreement between visits is 100% because
of the severity of the disease. In the absence of any
RG color signal, patients with BCM are expected to
make major crossing errors that correspond to caps
of approximately equal S-cone and/or rod excitations.
Reductions in the number of D-15 major crossing
errors would require substantial improvements in RG
color vision. Using the C-index severity metric, the
value at the next visit is expected to remain within ±1
units of the first (Supplementary Table S5; 95% inter-
val for the C-index difference between visits is ±1.05).
The number of crossings correlates strongly with the
C-index in patients with BCM (r = 0.88), like observa-
tions in a cohort of patients with heterogeneous color
deficiencies (r= 0.9960). Similar results are obtained for
Roth-28 tests: in this case, the C-index intervisit differ-
ence in BCM is expected to bewithin±0.79 index units.

Given the arrangement test results in a cohort of
untreated patients with BCM, what could be expected
in a clinical trial, for example, of OPN1LW/OPN1MW
gene augmentation therapy? Baseline Angle, C-index,
and S-index results are expected to fall within the
ranges determined in the BCM cohort of the present
study. The severity of the initial abnormalities, however,
will complicate determining if an intervention leads to
reduced function (e.g., to gauge toxicity).No detectable
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change in a result, however, would be helpful to know.
As an efficacy assay, an arrangement test that shifted
values toward lower levels of severity (lower C-index)
could, of course, be informative. The interpretation of
changes in S-index and Angle depends on the severity
level and should be considered individually in this class
of tests.

The CAD test results in our patients with BCM
reveal highly elevated RG thresholds often limited by
the gamut of the visual display, as anticipated from the
absence of functioning L- and M-cones. This outcome
is consistent with results from previous studies of BCM
and current understanding of the underlying molec-
ular defects. For a clinical trial of BCM, this floor
effect of mostRG thresholds at baselinemaywell repre-
sent complete absence of RG color vision, as expected
in the case of rod monochromats and dichromats.59
A sizable lowering of either RG or YB thresholds,
however, should be quantifiable and indicative of color
vision being present after intervention. The use of the
RG threshold as a safety parameter for an intervention
is limited to those cases when either the baseline assess-
ment or the expected improvement yields thresholds
lower than those imposed by the limits of the display.
RG and YB thresholds that are limited only by the
gamut of the visual display are indicative of complete
absence of color vision in rod monochromats and also
in RG dichromats who accept any red/green mixture as
a match to the monochromatic yellow field in anoma-
loscope matches.59 This is also likely to be the case in
patients with BCM when the measured RG thresholds
are limited by the gamut of the display, as observed in
most patients in our cohort. CAD color thresholds that
are well below the limits of the display are indicative of
residual color signals for both RG and YB chromatic
mechanisms. The CAD test, which is more lengthy to
administer than the arrangement tests, is nevertheless
very valuable as it allows assessing true color signals
(the large 98% dynamic luminance contrast noise
employed ensures that residual luminance contrast
signals remain undetectable). The clinical ocular exami-
nation, imaging of the macula, and mesopic and
photopic visual acuity assays are likely to be adequate
measures of any decline in structure and function to
monitor safety.

The patients with BCM we studied with CAD
showed different patterns of YB thresholds, with some
patients having only moderate threshold elevations
and others showing severely elevated thresholds. The
patterns of YB dysfunction in our small cohort seemed
to be related to age of the patient. Fundamental
studies of spectral sensitivity in BCM have deter-
mined that there is blue cone function in addition to
rod function; whether the blue cones are function-
ing normally has received less attention.13,57,61,62 Some

of the descriptions of patients with BCM in families
have reported age-related issues: color vision testing
with a D-15 panel showed a protan–deutan pattern
while older affected members had an anarchic pattern,
which is usually noted in achromats.13 Discussions have
ensued about the basis of the presumed loss of S-cone
function, and hypotheses about contributing factors
included yellowing of lens opacities or the presence of
subclinical or clinical maculopathy that can occur in
BCM at later ages.4,5,13,61

The YB abnormalities may be considered progres-
sive (versus stationary) color defects. Reports using
CAD methods have shown YB dysfunction in patients
with age-related macular degeneration and in diabetic
patients.39,41 Reduction of S-cone sensitivity with age
has been noted in studies of various progressive retinal
degenerations using many different methods.63–66
Changes in YB function with age in BCM could be
explained by a macular degenerative component. If it
was the case that the lower YB thresholds are reflect-
ing the output of a chromatic mechanism based on
comparison of rod and S-cone signals, the residual YB
chromatic sensitivity observed is likely to be affected
by progressive retinal degenerations of rods and/or S-
cones.

In summary, quantified arrangement tests could
be of value as measures of color vision in a clini-
cal trial of BCM, but their inability to control for
residual luminance signals is a limitation. The dynamic
luminance contrast noise in CAD tests permits isola-
tion of true YB color signals and therefore makes
this test an important component of the battery of
outcome measures in trials for BCM.
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